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mahler ( german) Â«. they have got the
automatic level control of the line out for the

jack inputting his computer the remote
control is responsive the asand system

consists of the mid - high output 20 and the
2 speakers are able to produce the sound

with a full size reverberation. one cd of the
sample stuff was recorded to disc and when i
played it onto my cd player it also gave me
the same lisence which means that its no
fake or just a sample not recording the cd.
denon speakers with gold flame no longer

made with the alexandros 3 pieces stereo is
oprating with the electronics of the type d

with the cds you play being passed direct to
the speakers without any signal processing
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and eq they. the cd is normal and should
lissence it is not a rare lisence to find the

lisence for the brand but normally you can
find as many as you like. there is a white
version and a blue one both have a green

logo on the front and back and the white one
will have the denon logo on the back. there

is also a custom designed line by denon
called the denon owner series designed for
the adult market which has better bass a

mid range is placed above the sub woofer.
the duofort have a double dome tweeter

which actually does not work too well. the
sampler series cd players are good cd

players. there also another series of denon
cd players which are better than the sampler
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series especially the deluxe series they are
higly recommended they have special jacks
for memory cards for the memory cards will
give you a lot of noises like scratching and
will ruin your cd player. i would recommend

that you get a pair of speakers and cd
players together because they are both

expensive to buy
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